
Informer 4 Features and Fixes 
This document contains all of the features and bug fixes in each release of Informer since version 4.0. 
The parentheses indicate internal bug numbers. 
 

Current Version 4.5.2 
 
FIXES: 
 
* Multivalue View is now available for Native SQL reports. (I4-1113) 
 
* Fixed a problem where re-importing dashboards was losing some data providers. (I4-1382) 
 
* Using the search bar in the property listing page under mappings works again. (I4-1383) 
 
* In 4.5, we added the same PDF export options to scheduling as were in report exports. One of the 
options now available is font size. Unfortunately, that size defaulted to "2" (the lowest possible setting) 
when the schedule form was opened on a pre-4.5 schedule. If a user saved this schedule (e.g. to change 
the start time), this font size of "2" would be saved as well. Scheduled PDFs that weren't opened and 
saved again were not affected. We have changed the default to be "8", so the font sizes will be the same 
as before version 4.5. (I4-1387) 
 
* The thousands separator was added back to tooltip hover on dashboard charts. (I4-1388) 
 
* In a few cases, the new indicator for indexed database columns on property import fails,  where the 
JDBC driver used doesn't conform to spec. (DB2 on AS400 is one case). This would prevent adding new 
properties to mappings. This error is now logged and ignored, restoring the capability to add properties. 
(I4-1390) 
 

Version 4.5.1 
 
FIXES: 
 
* Fixed a problem where the mapping list page would not load, and result in a lengthy script notification, 
when the datasource had numerous available tables. (I4-1343)  
 
* Fixed a problem when using multivalue views and file suites. (I4-1325) 
 
* Fixed PDF exports where the summary page had the group value column too small.(I4-1342) 
 
* Fixed PDF exports where subtotals weren't showing up on detail pages. (I4-1349) 
 
* Native SQL reports on datasources with several schema names defined would use the last schema 
defined. This has been fixed. (I4-1350) 



 
* Dashboard data tables would not render if the system timezone wasn't set, or set to an unsupported 
time zone id. This has been fixed. (I4- 1353) 
 
* Fixed an issue with prompted mapping suites in reports. The default table would be indicated but not 
selected. It is now indicated and selected. (I4-1363) 
 
* Changed the process that converts charts to images to require authentication. (I4-1367) 
 
* The Informer Service has been modified to allow for easier SSL configuration of allowed/disallowed 
cipher suites and protocols. This is an optional upgrade and only applies to sites using SSL. If sites have 
already followed Entrinsik's direction on limiting these items, the informer-service upgrade is not 
warranted. (I4-1369) 
 
* Fixed issues with copying dashboards containing trend charts (I4-1372) 
 
* Changed double quote escaping in text exports where if the surrounding text for a data element is not 
a quote character ('"'), then quotes should not be duplicated. They were always duplicated to conform 
to CSV standards, but they needent be if not surrounded by quotes. (I4-1379) 
 

 

 

Version 4.5.0 
 
NEW FEATURES: 
 
* Added more SQL Query support 
 - Aggregate conditions: Count distinct, Row count, SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX (HAVING clause) 
 - Subselect conditions 
 - Multiple named schemas in a datasource 
 - Distinct columns 
 - Distinct in aggregate columns 
 - Scalar values in joins 
 - Different Join types 
 
* The WHERE clause condition form has deprecated and removed from the SQL query options. Reports 
that use this type of condition will continue to function, but it is no longer an option for new queries. 
We have added the above functionality to cover scenarios where the Sql Where clause was used before. 
If you must have this option as a choice for new queries, you may set the system property 
"informer.includeLegacySqlCondition=true" in "informer.properties", and restart. Please note that this 
type of condition will no longer be supported by Entrinsik. Between the new SQL Query support and 
Native Sql Reports, the "Sql Where clause" should not be necessary. 
 
* Added more robust map visualizations in dashboards: World, US (country, country-all counties, states 
w counties) Canada (Canada, provinces w districts), Mexico, Brazil, and various other countries. This 



includes the ability to add other maps without a revision of Informer, including custom drawn maps like 
seating charts and floor plans. 
 
* “Embedded links:” Properties in links may now be configured to appear as properties of the “from” 
mapping, by checking the “embed” box on the link. 
 
* When creating SQL links you may create the reverse link at the same time.  
 
* You can now see the subtotals in groupings without having to expand them. (I4-540) 
 
* You may now configure Informer to expose “Sent From” and “Reply To” in schedules. To enable this 
you must set the system property “informer.scheduleFromAddress=DEFAULT”. You can also specify that 
schedules use only the system email address (“informer.scheduleFromAddress=SYSTEM”) (I4-143) 
 
* Charting in reports: 
 - Replaced with better charts.  
 - Added an option to show the values not included as “other” (I4-19) 
 - You can now download the charts in PNG, JPEG, PDF and SVG formats. 
 
* Reports that are used in dashboards are now labeled as such. (I4-578) 
 
* X-axis values in dashboard graphs may now be ordered numerically.  (I4-633) 
 
* New column headers no longer default to the full path of the property, but rather the property name 
on the mapping. This reverts the behavior introduced in 4.4.3, which was unpopular. You can achieve 
the 4.4.3 behavior by setting a system property. (I4-936) 
 
* New multivalue handling options for Live Excel (I4-67) 
 
* Shared to is now displayed in the report details page, when space permits. (I4-77) 
 
* Report list page now shows the “locked” status of a report. (I4-239) 
 
* You can now display the run-time parameters in a PDF template. This also applies to filters created by 
analytics and dashboard drill down. (I4-569) 
 
* In dashboard trend charts, you can now exclude empty values from the trend. (I4-667) 
 
* The identified system default PDF template is now the basis for new templates. It is also unable to be 
deleted. 
 
* Added “Display All” option in property listings in the column and condition editors. (I4-11) 
 
* In field choosers, indexed columns are now identified with a lightning bolt icon. This will help users 
identify which properties are appropriate for links and conditions.  
 
FIXES: 
 



* Fixed cases where "use conversion code on dictionary" didn't work for U2 date fields. (I4-23) 
 
* Double quotes in report prompts wouldn't work in Live Excel, now they do. (I4-58) 
 
* Code file choices in prompts and conditions now display the codes as they display in the report. (i4-59) 
 
* PDF summary pages now conform to column widths. (I4-66) 
 
* "Show in row body" columns now export in PDF and HTML exports. (I4-74) 
 
* Schedules set to run every n-months now have the correct fire times. (I4-80) 
 
* You may now use user fields in numeric and date prompts and conditions. (I4-83) 
 
* Plugin authors: PrincipalService.findByUserName() now includes the users' groups. (I4-84)  
 
*  Normalizing reports in User Settings now applies filters when specified. (I4-110) 
 
* Aggregate columns now work in the Analytics tab. (I4-222) 
 
* Schedules set to run daily now have correct next fire times when they are supposed to fire on the start 
date. (I4-238) 
 
* You may now delete mappings that are used in "Select/Returning" U2 conditions. This operation will 
delete the reports with the mapping. (I4-299) 
 
* Fixed an issue during impersonation where if you refreshed the browser, it would no longer show the 
users name. (I4-345) 
 
* Time fields now display correctly in dashboard data tables. (I4-349) 
 
* PDF export options in schedules are now the same as for report exports. (I4-367) 
 
* Changes to SQL Function properties no longer require an Informer restart. (I4-515, I4-577) 
 
* Fixed length exports no longer include hidden columns. (I4-523) 
 
* You can now use apostrophes in U2 Conditions in reports. (I4-577) 
 
* Dashboard drill down on "(empty)" values now displays. (I4-648)  
 
* Browser auto refresh on dashboards now works with the correct time setting. (I4-651)  
 
* Values for drop down auto suggest boxes in dashboards now display correctly when the data contains 
sub-values. (I4-669) 
 
* Fixed an error where numeric values in dashboard chart legends would have the wrong format. (I4-
674)  



 
* You can now remove an entity from a package definition. (I4-792) 
 
* Fixed an issue when running the security audit report, permission would appear to not be granted 
when full control was. This was a display problem and not a problem with security. (I4-797) 
 
* Week periods in trend charts now display the date of the beginning of the week on the x-axis, rather 
than the number. (I4-809) 
 
* Fixed a rare case where grouping on a date field in report results would cause the date to be off by 
one. (I4-868)  
 
* You can now schedule every "n" days correctly. (I4-955) 
 
* Eliminated a problem where you could not run a locked report that used a mapping suite. (I4-1006) 
 
* Fixed length export no longer adds a space to the beginning of a date value. (I4-1054) 
 
* Fixed length export now works with User Settings. (I4-1055) 
 
* Fixed a problem where Informer generated saved lists would overwrite each other (I4-1091) 
 
* Imported report definitions now display sorting and grouping correctly. (I4-1107) 

Version 4.4.3 
* Fixed the display of report sorting when the report is locked. It had showed up as HTML code. (I4-876) 
 
* Fixed an issue where exporting a property filter container would not always bring over child property 
filters. (I4-919) 
 
* D3 fields with arithmetic operators in the names (+-/*), such as “ORDER-DATE”, now render correctly 
in Informer. (I4-950) 
 
* D3 reports with row limits on them used to omit the conditions placed on the report. This has been 
repaired. (I4-951) 
 
* Some code files would not be attached to referencing properties on a package import. This has been 
fixed. (I4-960) 
 
* Fixed a problem where some report listing pages would not load if certain conditions with tags 
prevented it. The problem looked like it would take forever to log in. (I4-877) 
 
* Date displays in dashboard legends and on axes no longer show unformatted dates. (I4-347) 
 
* Fixed a problem with U2 queries and “None Of:” compound conditions. (I4-389) 
 
* Users no longer need “View Settings” on a datasource in order to view the settings on a native SQL 
report. (I4-713) 



 
* Email server connections that do not require authentication should work as expected with this release. 
We upgraded the mail connectivity library in 4.4.2, and it caused upgrade problems for sites with this 
email server configuration. The older library is back in this release. (I4-864) 
 
* Fixed an issue with dates in dashboards when the Informer time zone and the time zone of the web 
browser are different. (I4-875) 
 
* Schedules that set a saved list  using a prompt failed when using a mapping suite. This has been fixed 
in 4.4.3. (I4-879) 
 
* Problems with reaching the save button in a schedule dialog, when there are several prompts, has 
been fixed. (I4-903) 
 
* Fixed an issue when filtering on a non-normalized subvalued column, when other columns were 
normalized and the results filtered. (I4-920) 
 
* Comparing two date fields in a condition using “not on” was incorrect. This has been fixed. (I4-920) 
 
* Fixed intermittent problem where adding a filter to a data provider did not immediately appear. (I4-
988) 
 
* Fixed problem with visualizations not being updated after clearing filtered data providers. (I4-989) 
 
* Text displayed on the license error pop-up when running a report on an unlicensed datasource is now 
configurable via an informer.property: informer.license.message=My license text  (I4-357) 
 
* Fixed intermittent issue with exporting drilldown data of an embedded dashboard when viewing 
through Google Chrome.  (I4-973) 
 
* ‘Archive Id’ is now populated in data tables based on archive data providers where a specific archive is 
selected.  (I4-985) 
 
* Values selected in time range widgets in dashboards now display after selection.  (I4-995) 
 
* Condition limiters are now imported correctly.  (I4-996) 
 
* Type of root compound condition of a report now gets imported correctly.  (I4-1000) 
 
* Certain cipher suites are now automatically disabled in Informer’s Jetty setup (for new installations).  
Please see this knowledge base article for more information and for instructions on updating this for 
existing installations:  https://entrinsikincraleigh.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201834959-How-to-
Restrict-SSL-Cipher-Strength-to-128-bits-or-Higher  (I4-1004) 
 
* More complex dashboard layout positioning is retained when copying a dashboard.  (I4-1010) 
 
* A full system export can now complete successfully if the system has archives.  (I4-1015) 
 

https://entrinsikincraleigh.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201834959-How-to-Restrict-SSL-Cipher-Strength-to-128-bits-or-Higher
https://entrinsikincraleigh.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201834959-How-to-Restrict-SSL-Cipher-Strength-to-128-bits-or-Higher


* Dashboard listing now sorts by “Created By.”  (I4-1016) 
 
* Filtering the hour 12 when using seconds on U2 reports now works correctly.  (I4-1020) 
 
* Links with the same alias but different names now get correct alias on import.  (I4-1012) 
 
* Dashboard charts drawn from data in archives now update correctly when new archives are created. 
(I4-1038) 
 
* Circular dependencies in dashboards will now allow the dashboards to load. Prior to this release, users 
could create a situation where one dropdown would be the data provider of another dropdown, which 
then could be the data provider of the first dashboard, cause the dashboard to be unloadable. These 
dashboards will now load and produce a meaningful error message. (I4-334) 
 
  

Version 4.4.2 
* One dropdown filtering multiple sets of data - You may now set up one run-time filter that can filter 
multiple data providers in a dashboard. (3558) 
 
*  Burst emailing – You may now schedule one report, and as long as the report has email address in it, 
you can tell the schedule to group on unique email addresses and send portions of the data to each. 
(3404) 
 
* Export from Dashboard Drilldown – You may now export the data set generated from drilling into 
dashboard data to the common formats. (2344) 
 
* Dashboard Share button - Users may now share dashboards without having to have full control of 
them. A user with full control of a dashboard may grant “share” permission to it. Users with “share” 
permission have access to a new dialog that will enable them to “share” the dashboard with any user or 
group. “Share” means “grant view permission only”. (3624) 
 
* Dashboard Copy – You can now copy a dashboard, with the option of only copying the data providers. 
(1624) 
 
* Post Report Search – At the top of report results is a search bar that allows you to search for any text 
in the results. The filtered results may be exported. (692) 
 
* Authentication Plugins may now set their position in the order of authentication (3460) 
 
* You are now warned if attempting to navigate away from a dashboard you are editing. (1630) 
 
* You may now change the owner of multiple reports right from the report listing. (1060) 
 
* You may now disable a scheduled report without deleting it. (421) 
 
* You may now enter a custom heading for use in pdf templates that expose it. (381) 
 



* You now may set the support email as a system property in informer.properties, or disable the support 
email link completely (1518) 
 
* The security settings for the Functions tab now works as expected. (1647) 
 
* Fixed a bug where the summary page of a pdf export containing dates showed unformatted dates. 
They are formatted now. (1697) 
 
* The schedule log now shows both the scheduled exec time and the actual exec time. (1869) 
 
* Sorting the secondary grouping on dashboard graphs now works correctly. (2099) 
 
* You may now delete dashboards from the dashboard listing. (2135) 
 
* D3 Connection limit changes no longer require a restart of Informer to take effect. (2914) 
 
* You may now cache LDAP queries, by setting a system property “informer.ldapCacheDuration” to the 
number of seconds you would like the query to be cached. (3328) 
 
* You can now see links from mapping with no visible properties in the field choosers. Prior to the fix, if 
a mapping had a link to another mapping, but you were prevented from viewing properties on that 
mapping, you could not get to the links of the mapping. (3436) 
 
* Fixed a bug where you could not schedule a report to archive if it was in “summary only” mode. (3463) 
 
* You no longer need to give access to the report backing an archive used as a data provider in a 
dashboard. (3476) 
 
* Grouping data in a dashboard drill down no longer ignores the filter applied. (3521) 
 
* Remote Links based on text fields that have leading zeros no longer ignore the zeros (IE.   “01234” is 
not treated the same as 1234.) (3567) 
 
* The report list now remembers the search parameters you entered when using the back arrow. (3616) 
 
* You may now specify the limit to the number of data points in a trend chart. Previously this was 
capped and if the report had more data points the chart would not render. (3619) 
 
 
 

Version 4.4.1  
* U2 Reports that used the “Get-list” conditions and were created prior to version 4.4 work again. 
(3662)  



 

Version 4.4.0 
* Import/Export Functionality. Export Reports or Dashboards on the fly. Set up richer 
export packages that may contain any entity in the system. Import reports, 
dashboards or combinations of any entities from an import file. Imports manage 
versioning and allow for discovery of existing mappings and properties to reduce 
duplication. 
 
* Security Audit Report. Report on effective permissions for users, groups or groups 
of users. The report what functional access the principal has as well as what 
principal and object's permission allow such access. 
 
* Enhanced Stored Procedure support. Create template like wrappers around 
prompted arguments for complicated stored procedure parameter types. Use code 
files to create enumerated parameter prompts. Develop custom plugins to create 
dynamic parameter types through a simple API. 
 
* Multivalued View - in-line groups of data allows for collation among common fields 
to produce a parent - child views in a single row: 
 Name   Address Order1 
     Order2 
 
* Categories. Create nested folder-like structures to organize your reports and 
perform bulk operations on them. Categories may be cross referenced against 
datasources. Also includes a quick view of the reports that you own. 
 
* URL based dashboard filtering. Pass information in an embedded dashboard URL to allow filtering 
based on users. 
 
* Column editor now improved to handle reports with lots of columns. Column editor 
and dialog buttons scroll with scrolling to the left 
 
* Dashboard filters now show a loading indicator when filtering. (3266) 
 
* Active Directory LDAP users may now have their primary group loaded. NOTE: since this may affect 
security settings within Informer, you must set this in informer.properties: 
informer.includeAdPrimaryGroup=true and then restart Informer. (2109)  
 
* Dashboard suggest box data filters now allow for multiple inputs. (1816) 
 
* In dashboard graph visualizations, the ordering of the data displayed may now use 
the exiting order of the dataset. The option is “Leave As Is”. (2244) 
 
* You may now set a permission to edit code files. (1488) 
 
* You may now use the “Limit result” setting in Native SQL reports. (2940) 



 
* You may now configure the upload file size limit in Excel dashboard data. The 
default size has been expanded to 2MB. (3254) 
 
* Gauges in dashboards now allow for custom colors. (1786) 
 
* You may now use prompts in U2 “Get-list” conditions. (1124) 
 
* When importing properties into informer, special characters other than “.” and “_” 
are no longer removed, including numbers. (1607) 
 
* System permissions are now tied to Admin module tabs. Therefore, users with “maintain pdf 
templates” permission only will only see the “Export Templates” tab under the Admin tab. (666) 
 
*  Informer page titles now reflect the page you are viewing, making it easy to navigate through the back 
arrow in the browser. (785) 
 
* When sharing a report, the groups returned in a search formerly returned all LDAP groups. The groups 
returned now are determined by the filters on the LDAP repository. (1336) 
 
* The login page now focuses on the username text box.  (1522) 
 
*  You may now set a system wide default for the numeric representation of empty numeric U2 and D3 
fields. Setting the system property “informer.nullNumericColumnDefault=true” will treat all empty 
numeric columns as null by default. This is still over-ridable at the column level. (1962) 
 
* CSV (Excel) report exports now escape double quotes properly. (2077) 
 
* Syntax in calculated columns, function definitions, and native SQL statements now have enhanced text 
formatting for easier coding. (2129) 
 
* Fixed a problem where comparing properties to properties failed when the first property was multi-
valued. (2139) 
 
* You may now use SQL function properties in links. (2263) 
 
* New permission to manage code files. (2431) 
 
* Fixed a bug where you could not edit a report once you unlocked it. (2468) 
 
* Dashboard owners may now delete their dashboards. (2496) 
 
* Fixed a problem where U2 'Like' filters with multiple values were incorrectly translated. (2786) 
*  Fixed some cache issues with charts in dashboards. (2896) 
 
* You may now specify result limits in native SQL reports. (2940) 
 
* The SQL “Where” conditions may now be unlimited. (2983) 



 
* Fixed grouping within drill-down data in a dashboard. (2985) 
 
* Changed the totals only conversion from 3.2 to use the summary only mode and not aggregates 
columns in the conversion. (2992) 
 
* You may now edit LDAP attribute mappings. (3027) 
 
* Fixed Excel dashboard uploads where sometimes using the column headers from the spreadsheet 
would fail. (3032) 
 
* U2 time  filters by second precision now work. (3529) 
 
 
 

Version 4.3.5 
 
* Dashboard visualization caching has been repaired. 
 
* International Date formats are now repaired in dashboard filters (3003) 
 
* Using “None of” with U2 TCL, Select/Returning and Get List conditions now work correctly. (1172) 
 
* Links that run past the bottom of the field chooser dialogs are now able to be scrolled to. 

Version 4.3.4 
 
* Dashboard visualizations have been improved. 
 
* You may now disable the “ignore case” option on a text property. (1119) 
 
* You may set the system wide default for the “ignore case” option to false, using the system property 
“informer.defaultIgnoreCase=false”. (1119) 
 
* Archiving report results now save the grouping and the aggregates. This only happens when the report 
is grouped either on the default report template or in a user setting. It doesn’t work for on-the-fly 
grouping. (814) 
 
* You may now define the number of scheduler threads in a system property. (2666) 
 
* Line charts in report results where the x-axis values are dates will now sort by date, if all the results are 
displayed. The prior behavior was to sort by descending values. This is still true for the top or bottom n 
values. (2695) 
 
* Fixed a bug where aggregate columns of linked values did not display. (2458) 
 



* Fixed a bug where using “inclusive between” conditions in a compound condition in U2 reports would 
return the whole file if 0 results were selected. (2670) 
 
* Converting from 3.2.4 to 4.3.4 will now convert the “internal id” field for users correctly. (2754) 
 
* In report results charts, X-axis labels are now displayed diagonally, avoiding overlap. (520) 
 
* You may now change some dashboard chart settings that could not be changed in 4.3.3. (2676) 
 
* Fixed an issue where choosing reports for a dashboard data component would hide native SQL reports 
if a category or datasource was selected. (2498) 
 
* Fixed an issue where time values in between conditions were not recognized in the Mexico locale. 
(2702) 
 
* Fixed an issue where linking from sub-valued keys to multivalues would generate an index out of 
bounds error. (2834) 

Version 4.3.3 
 
* Upgraded the web server software to Jetty 8. To upgrade to this, you will need to follow optional 
upgrade instructions contained in the download email. 
 
* Separated archive details from archived data. Before, if a user has a lot of archives, the archives tab 
would take a while to load. IMPORTANT: If you have experienced this issue, the upgrade will take a long 
time for this very reason. Please start the upgrade in a long off period to ensure that it has time to finish 
before the business day begins. (1650) 
 
* Enhanced remote links. They now allow for multiple column pairs when linking. This also fixes an issue 
with reverse foreign key links not working when linked to. (1308, 775) 
 
* You may now use SQL Functions as links between mappings.  
 
* Added an option to prevent users from writing to Informer installation directory. If you want to 
prevent this, add to "informer.properties" the following: "informer.allowWriteToInstallDir=false".  
(2280) 
 
* Added the ability to use an Excel spreadsheet as a dashboard data provider. (1891) 
 
* Add a permission to use embedded export, similar to LiveExcel permission for reports. NOTE: 
previously all users could export an embedded dashboard link. This now must be enabled through 
security. (2353) 
 
* Added a feature to allow filter dashboard form fields to be mandatory. If they are mandatory no data 
will show until the filter is set.  (2290) 
 
* Added a new installer that detects 64 bit operating systems, and optionally installs and starts the 
Informer service. (2298) 



 
* Fixed an issue where running report in summary only mode does not work if no numeric columns are 
included on the report. (1949) 
 
* Fixed an issue where remote links to U2 can cause TCL statement that's too large to be run. (1996) 
 
* Added a timeout for infinite loops in calculated columns. If one column fails then all others will be 
blank. (2115) 
 
* Fixed the problem where dashboard widget labels were overlapping and percentages were not 
aligned. (2124) 
 
* Informer will no longer round numbers for multi-valued fields when they are used as links. (2279) 
 
* Scripts can no longer execute any java code  -- only calculations are allowed. I.e. No filesystem i/o, or 
network calls. (2299) 
 
* Fixed a small issue where you cannot remove a lock on "Use property in criteria" permission. (2304) 
 
* The D3 "contains" condition behavior now behaves properly. (2324) 
 
* You may now use a date-time value in a native SQL prompt and as a scalar value in SQL function 
mappings. (2327, 2370) 
 
* D3 "last seven days" queries now work correctly. (2330) 
 
* User defined field values now reflect an impersonated user's profile. (2412) 
 
* Fixed an issue where OR'd conditions that result in separate select statements do not evaluate 
correctly. (2462) 
 
* Fixed a bug where you could not set the custom RPC Port Number on U2 connections. (455) 
 
* When adding an aggregate to a report, fields from linked files are no longer cleared. (1456) 
 
* Users no longer need access to "View Settings" on a datasource to be able to create Native SQL 
reports. (1703) 
 
* Fixed a malfunction where users who do not have access to creating Archives were able to create 
Archives. (1711) 
 
* Fixed an issue where Virtual fields brought in via 3 links would not display. (1778) 
 
* Users are no longer permitted to select on a Unidata or Universe field brought in via two links, where 
the second link has a virtual field (i-descriptor) as the foreign key. This does not work because of a 
database limitation, and is now prevented in the condition screen. (1850) 
 
* Fixed an error where tag suggestion stopped after adding 1 tag to a report. (1888) 



 
* You may now have spaces and other characters in an export file name. (2119) 
 
* Scheduled dashboard refreshes now are deleted after removing dashboard. (2251) 
 
* Fixed a bug where sorting groups was not working. (2254) 
 
* Remote links (single or multipart) referencing SQL Functions now work. (2287) 
 
* Fixed class-loading issues on Linux with more than one plugin. You now may have more than one 
plugin "jar" in the plugins directory on Linux (Windows always worked). Requires a re-install. (2308) 
 
* Fixed an issue with D3 correlatives with no conversion. (2318) 
 
* Google chart labels no longer in embedded dashboards. (2352) 
 
* Fixed a problem with fade in of data tables flashing on Google chrome.  (2354) 
 
* We now allow grouping and sorting to be saved on a Dashboard Data Table. (2356) 
 
* You can impersonate Users again. (2411) 
 
* Fixed an issue where Btrieve/Pervasive Database Type contained missing Dialect class. (2459) 
 
 
 

Version 4.3.2 
 
* Users may now use archives as a data provider for a dashboard. Options include using specific 
archives, all archives, or the last "n" number of archives. (1752) 
 
* Users may now select multiple mapping suites in report runs, capturing data from multiple tables. This 
includes using mapping suite based reports as data backing a dashboard. (1751) 
 
* Users may now hide borders and headings on dashboard components. (1813) 
 
* Users may now use U2 field names in database code files, including i-descriptors. (2064) 
 
* Users may now restrict access to analytics and charting in report results. (1834,1835) 
 
* Users may now use a gauge to represent a single aggregate of a result set. (1836) 
 
* Normalized output with 'ignore case' criterion now filters properly. (715) 
 
* Grouping on date-time fields in either report results or analytics now only groups by date. (1098) 
 



* Specifying a default character length on a property now defaults to that width in when adding the 
property as a column in a report. (1131) 
 
* Exporting archived data to fixed-length has been restored. (1882) 
 
* Data bundles now import code-file assignments correctly. (1248) 
 
* You may now delete reports with active live-excel exports. (1860) 
 
* Restored the ability to edit ldap attribute mappings. (1879)  
 
* You may now have gauge visualizations from multiple data providers in a dashboard. (1883) 
 
* Scheduled PDF exports no longer have "null" for the attachment name. (1892) 
 
* Fixed an error where certain mapped functions would not work on certain databases. (1893) 
 
* Reports that have more than 100 columns will now show up correctly in Internet Explorer. (1933) 
 
* PDF exports have been sped up. (1951)  
 
* Scheduled dashboard data refreshes no longer process after a dashboard-enabled license expires. 
(1958) 
 
* Drill-down to multivalued data from a dashboard now works correctly. (1976) 
 
* Reports that have the U2 GET-LIST condition now extract from data bundles correctly. (1999) 
 
* Worked around an Oracle JDBC driver error where certain Oracle CLOB column configurations cannot 
be listed. (2011) 
 
* Fixed a problem where you were unable to save permissions in certain cases. (2070) 
 
* Fixed a problem where summary views in a report would not reflect filters through analytics. (2073) 
 
* Fixed a problem where, in some cases, a report with multiple select/returning conditions would 
produce incorrect results. (1708) 
 
* Reports based on an empty or non-existent saved-list now produce no results. (1435) 
 
* Remote links now have no maximum number of rows in a result set. (896) 
 
* Fixed the display of data providers with scheduled refreshes in dashboards. (1895) 
 
* Top/Bottom ranges now sort correctly in all sorting modes in dashboard visualizations. (1894) 
 
* Canceling dashboard changes to data providers now revert to the previous configuration correctly. 
(1902) 



 
* Users no longer need edit permission to share a report. (1838) 
 
* Users may no longer schedule to export files if they do not have export permissions on a report. (631) 
 
* Summary only reports now export to PDF correctly. (1886) 
 
* Schedules that run off mapping suites no longer run if the mapping suite has been removed. (1606) 
 
* Count column is now optional on a summary only report. (1887) 
 
* When you filter report results via analytics, the export of those results are now filtered as well. (1177) 
 
* Sorting by "Next Fire Time" in the schedule list now takes time of day into account. (1306) 
 
* U2 reports now select off prior filtering where it would not previously, including TCL/ECL and 
select/returning. (1534) 
 
* Fixed a problem where pdf exports were being grouped on the first column in the report. (1863) 
 
 
 

Version 4.3.1 
 
* Fixed an issue that prevented the expiration of active datasets if the user's session timed out; caused 
out of memory exceptions. 
 
 

Version 4.3.0 
 
* Informer Dashboards now added as a separately licensed module. It enables users to create rich data 
driven visualizations and embed them externally, in other web constructs. To enable this feature, a 
separate license is required. 
 
* SQL tables may now map function expressions as properties in mappings. This enables the use of 
standard SQL functions like UCASE() as well as user defined functions at the database level. 
 
* Report results may now be viewed in "summary only" mode, showing only aggregate values. This can 
be toggled at run time. 
 
* Performance enhancements for speedier results. 
 
* Aggregate columns may be any field, including linked fields. 
 
* Grand totals have been added to report results. 
 



* You may total report results without grouping. 
 
* Live Excel exports are now tracked and may be enabled/disabled or removed without modifying the 
report. There are modes in which Informer may run to track existing Live Excels as well. 
 
* The SQL connection parameters in SQL Datasources have changed. Informer now supports using 
whatever JDBC URL and driver the user specifies. 
 
* Data caching has been extended to provide unlimited caching rules via the Ehcache library. 
 
* The "locked" and "user settings applied" messages now display (1646) 
 
* Access reports that malfunctioned when using remote links now behave correctly. (1710) 
 
* The problems with dragging columns into the script panel have been fixed. (1599) 
 
* Live excel filenames are now configurable. (1768) 
 
* Databundle Import now has options to update specific items even though they may have been 
changed locally. (1788)  
 
* The mapping suite dropdown list on reports is now sorted. (1055) 
 
 

Version 4.2.9 
 
* The mapping suite list of tables now displays table names correctly. There were a few cases where 
different table names would display. (1693) 
 
* Clicking on the property condition palette item in report conditions no longer results in multiple empty 
conditions. (1610) 
 
* Informer compatibility with Ubuntu OS has been restored. (1691) 
 
* Using implicit wildcards for searching for "*" in conditions has been restored. (1662) 
 
* Users show up again in "Active datasets" (1673) 
 
* Grouping on hidden fields has been restored. (1661) 
 
* Portugeuse is now supported. 
 
 

Version 4.2.8  
 



* Native SQL reports added. You may now create a report from a SQL select statement directly with no 
mappings necessary. (1543) 
 
* HTML Exports now used the assigned PDF template. (476) 
 
* The amount of time report results remain in memory is now configurable. 
"com.entrinsik.informer.reportresults.timeout" set to an integer determines the amount of time idle 
(not paged or used in export or analytics) report results should be available, in seconds. The default is 
600 seconds (10 minutes) (1539) 
 
* Problems with larger data values in PIOPEN data sets have been resolved. (1256) 
 
* Accessing MS Access tables with special characters in the names has been resolved. (1052) 
 
* Problems with using aggregate columns and Informer calculated columns on Unidata have been fixed. 
(1500) 
 
* D3 Q pointer files now appear in the Add mappings dialog. (1529) 
 
* D3 Datasource settings changes no longer require a restart. (1531) 
 
* MS Access tables now appear in the Add mappings dialog. (1595) 
 
 
 
 

Version 4.2.7 
 
* You may now reference report parameter values and other report metadata in calculated columns 
(851) 
 
* The report launch button may now only be pressed once until report results return. This should 
prevent users from launching longer running reports multiple times. (1300) 
 
* You may now set a system property to skip schedules running for a specified amount of seconds. This 
will skip all schedules that were supposed to run while Informer was down, but advance them to the 
next fire time. This is useful to avoid CPU consuming schedules from running during a startup within 
business hours, but still have the schedules slated for the future to run normally. In informer.properties, 
set "informer.skipInitialScheduleRuns=n" where if n is positive, it will skip running schedules for n 
minutes. If n is negative, schedules will advance but not run the reports ever, which is useful if you want 
to test informer without schedules running at all.(1189) 
 
* Admin functions no longer require full control of system settings to access the admin menu. (743) 
 
* Restricting the use of TCL/ECL and D3 commands in reports now prevents deletion of or addition to 
existing TCL/ECL statements. (1190) 
 



* UniVerse NLS local settings no longer potentially skew dates. The NLS locale would format dates in 
unparseable text, causing informer to think that dates were wrong. This was only seen in the australian 
locale. (1338) 
 
* The few strings that were not locale-specific are now fully internationalized and able to be translated. 
(1240) 
 
* Floating-point columns in MS SQL,  where the exception was 
"com.entrinsik.informer.core.exception.ReportExecutionException: java.lang.ArithmeticException: 
Rounding necessary", no longer produce the error (1271) 
 
* Database connection properties are no longer converted to lowercase. NOTE: double check your SQL 
datasources for proper case in the connection information. (1298) 
 
* Adding a new text cell to PDF templates no longer results in a little gray border around the cell. (725) 
 
* Full control of an informer object (archives, reports) granted to the OWNER now allows Permissions to 
be set on the object. (860) 
 
* Problems with Unidata between date conditions on linked fields have been resolved. (933) 
 
* Numeric fields now accept user fields for acceptable values. (939) 
 
* Multiple "WITH EVERY EQUALS" values in the form of "value1, value2" now translate to an "OR" 
compound instead of an "AND" (1141) 
 
* Meaningless file name field in the schedule export to filesystem tab has been removed. (1268) 
 
* Logging has been enhanced for LDAP authentication operations. (1307) 
 
* Reports that are private but had shared users listed anyway now are not visible to those users. (1212) 
 
* Users that are not part of a per-user informer license now receive a different error message upon 
login. "Unlicensed User" (1222) 
 
* Informer plugins now will display any errors in the report results viewer, if the plugin throws a 
"ReportExecutionException" (1235) 
 
* Scheduled report runs are now logged in the LAUNCHAUDIT table. (1236) 
 
* Informer now prevents WHEN conditions with linked multivalued tables for D, I, and V field types. 
These fields cannot be used with linked expressions and WHEN, because the databases don't support 
the selection. You can achieve the same result by normalizing the output and filtering on the 
normalization. (1287) 
 
* Remote associations where link field values are numbers with an E in them now link correctly. 
Informer thought that strings like "234E2345" were numbers in scientific notation. (1327) 
 



* Attempting to add a user to a group which the user is already a member of no longer produces an 
error. (594) 
 
* You may now sort mapping associations by the "Links To" value. (595) 
 
* The Date keyword QTR_END+1M now correctly selects the end of the month. (796) 
 
* You can no longer select "LIKE" conditions when comparing two fields. This type of query will not 
work. (842) 
 
* You may now use parentheses for searching report titles on the reports listing. (928) 
 
* Converting from 3.2 will now convert the "recordCount" variable properly regardless of case. (935) 
 
* For Universe accounts that have a custom flavor indicated in their CONFIG VOC record, you may now 
set a system property to translate the custom code to an acceptable flavor. (948) 
 
* Fixed a problem where a multivalued link to a remote datasource would line up the values incorrectly. 
(1224)  
 
* SQL columns that are large text now display without an error. The error was "SQL Parsing error - null 
pointer" (1238)  
 
* 3.2 Reports that selected on a different file than the one identified by the report's mapping previously 
converted incorrectly to 4.x. These reports will no longer convert to 4.x, are logged, and will need to be 
manually re-created, as there was no remedy. (1241) 
 
* The navigation trail in the navigation bar now correctly identifies the path to an archive. (107) 
 
* Live Excel files now use the report title in the downloaded file name. (1179) 
 
* Schedule exports with now designated name on the attachment now use the report title instead of 
"untitled". (1284) 
 
* Select returning destination labels now indicate the linked property. (1179) 
 
* You may now explicitly set the unisession timeout value instead of defaulting to the one in the 
"unirpcservices" file. This setting has not been verified to change query behavior. (1339) 
 
* Problems with SQL aggregate functions repeating values across rows has been fixed. (1315)  
 
 

Version 4.2.6 
 
* You may now define re-usable script functions for use in calculated columns. 
 



* You can now put runtime prompt values in the URL for a report and have it launch automatically. 
(1048) 
 
* You can now name the export file name in exports for schedules, report runs, and archives. (1179)  
 
* Some errors with SQL joins that joined to a table more than one way have been fixed. (1178) 
 
* Connection errors when setting up SQL datasources are better logged. (1185) 
 
* Dates from multivalued fields now show calues regardless of time zone. (1205) 
 
* Importing 3.2.4 schedules with prompts now maintain the ordering of the prompts. (477) 
 
* Custom LDAP attribute values now display in the ldap user page. (1154) 
 
* Fixed a minor bug where particular use cases of "Select/Returning" U2 conditions would unecessarily 
select the whole table. (1198) 
 
* You may now use multiple, separated integer values for a SQL condition on an INT column type. (1208) 
 
* Deleting files and fields now show up in normal lighter font in the "Add" choosers on mappings and 
datasources. (No longer stay bold.) (249) 
 
* Calculated columns that reference othe calculated columns no longer need to be to the right of the 
referenced column. (510) 
 
* Script Columns with errors on installations that do not have Sun's java installed no longer prevent the 
report from loading. (1184) 
 
* Property comparisons now work with mapping suites. (1209) 
 
* Internet Explorer 9 now may be used with this version of Informer without explicity setting IE 
"compatability mode". (1211) 
 
* Changing the type of a property will now propagate the changes to property choosers without the 
need to refresh the browser. (158) 
 
* You may no longer specify 'ignore case' for any fields except text fields. (546) 
 
* We have removed the benign "IllegalStateException: committed" from the logs. The error means 
nothing. (272) 
 
* Font selections in pdf templates now work in scheduled exports. (926) 
 
* The report description entry field now prohibits descriptions longer than 2048 characters, rather than 
producing an Informer error. (980) 
 



* U2 implicit wildcard conditions (contains, begins with, ends with, and inverses) now omit the pattern 
style search for values and search only for literals. "Like" and "Unlike" conditions search using the U2 
pattern values. NOTE: LIKE and UNLIKE conditions that use patterns will not filter properly when 
normalizing. (1095) 
 
* The "Add a mapping" permission now converts from 3.2.4 correctly. (1144) 
 
* Inclusive and exclusive "between" conditions now work propertly. (1150) 
 
* Fixed a bug where a normalized report with calculated columns produced an error. (1156) 
 
* "None of" compound conditions containing between conditions now work. (1170) 
 
* XML export attachments may now be scheduled. (1196) 
 
* All sql conditions now work with mapping suites. (1210)  
 
* Multi-byte characters are now supported in export formats. (1186) 
 
 
 
 

Version: 4.2.5 
 
* Automatic backup of Informer database prior to upgrading. (1146) 
 
* Calculated columns using linked virtual fields now work correctly. (1147) 
 
* Null numbers feature now works correctly. (1152) 
 
* SQL driver now supports multiple joins to the same table in the same query. (1145) 
 
* Implicit wildcard conditions (Begins with, Contains) now work correctly for SQL queries. (1151) 
 
 

Version: 4.2.4 
 
* Multi-column SQL links may now be created. 
 
* User defined fields may now be created with a code file. (985) 
 
* Using multivalue code files now functions correctly. (981) 
  
* Loading of a Report's schedules has been optimized. (975) 
  
* Deleting Reports with a large number of columns now works properly. (970) 



  
* Problems switching a Property to use/not use a code file have been resolved. (956) 
  
* You can now choose to display NULL values as 'blank' or 0 in all numeric columns. (953) 
  
* You can choose to include NULL values in U2 Aggregate column functions. (953) 
  
* Issues where a Report failed to load have been remedied. (951) 
  
* Search performance for a Report owner on a complex LDAP repository has improved. (950) 
 
* You can now modify attribute settings of a created U2 custom code file. (949) 
 
* Exporting to CSV no longer removed time formatting. (927) 
 
* Fixed length export options are properly updated when saving a Schedule. (911) 
 
* Adding a Group to a User now displays immediately. (857) 
 
* You can now schedule a Report to export to XML. (732) 
  
* Added "Powered By Entrinsik Informer" under the login page version number. (1134) 
 
* Issues involving multiple LDAP user search paths have been resolved. (1133) 
 
* Problem where extremely large U2 datasets caused connection timeouts has been resolved. (1063) 
 
* You can now use links inside a Select/Returning. (1051) 
 
* Modifying and re-deploying Mappings during execution of a long-running Report using those mappings 
no longer causes a problem with the Report. ("Pool not open" errors) (1047) 
 
* Duplicate ECL/TCL prompts now appear correctly when a Report is scheduled. (1039) 
 
* 'Ignore case' has been removed for all non-property-based conditions. (1038) 
 
* Cases where quotations were not imported correctly from Informer 3.x have been eliminated. (1011) 
 
* Issues with imported weekly schedules from Informer 3.x have been corrected. (1010)               
 
* Loading available properties on Unidata systems no longer gives an ignorable log warning (1012) 
 
* An error where adding. moving and the removing a column caused another column to move position 
in the column chooser has been corrected. (1035) 
 
* Beta support for TigerLogic D3 datasources has been added. 
 



* Fixed a problem where report sharing removing the logged on user from its list when a report was 
updated. (1115) 
 
* Upgraded the internal Informer connection pooling library. (1122) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.2.3 
 
* You can now change owner on a data archive. 
 
* Code file definitions may now be included in Data Bundles. 
 
* Data Bundles may now be updated. 
 
* You can now sort reports on hidden columns. (830) 
 
* Analytics now collates values in a case-sensitive way. (845) 
 
* DB2 for AS400 servers is now supported. (904) 
 
* You can now delete a user that owns an archive. (859) 
 
* U2 Saved list export from a report running off a mapping that is included in a mapping suite no longer 
uses the file name on the mapping, but uses the file name used at execution time. (873) 
 
* Scheduling a pdf no longer normalizes multivalues unless configured to do so. (875) 
 
* Schedule recurrences that are "Every {nth} {day of week} of every {n} months now work  
correctly. (866) 
 
* The name of the superuser has changed from "Informer Administrator" to "System Administrator" 
(889) 
 
* Schedule search now includes recurrence text. (891) 
 
* Problems deleting reports on systems with invalid schedules have been eliminated (892) 
 
* Reports with "select/returning" or linked property conditions that contain a no longer existing link now 
fail with an informative error message. (893) 
 
* Report copy dialog box now shows up next to the copy button instead of centered in a page. This was 
preventing copying a report when there were many columns. (895) 
 
* Date property comparisons (date field to date field) on converted reports now perform correctly. (899) 
 
* Email attachements in schedules now show up in Apple mail correctly. (900) 



 
* Eliminated a potential infinite loop in U2 reports if the connection has an unanticipated error. (905) 
 
* Grouping on a hidden column now displays the appropriate column header on PDFs. (910) 
 
* Code file page for U2 datsources now ask for the code and description attributes instead of column 
names. (915) 
 
* You can no longer add a "select/returning" condition to U2 reports if no mappings link to the relevant 
mapping. This would be saved and break reports before. Now it won't save the condition. (917) 
 
* "Run Now" schedules now use appropriate mapping suite choices. (917)  
 
* Saving a report no longer generates a live sample. This should provide a noticable perfomance 
improvement during report updating. (924) 
 
 

Version: 4.2.2 
 
* U2 WITH EVERY conditions containing multiple values (e.g. VALUE1, VALUE2) now work correctly (803) 
 
* The error when creating a SQL link using a third normal table has been fixed. (839) 
 
* MS SQL Server time selections now work correctly. (847) 
 
* When you impersonate a user, the menu tabs now appear correctly. (854) 
 
* SQL property comparison conditions (column to column) now work correctly. (857) 
 
* London time zones now correctly account for British Summer Time (BST) (869) 
 
* You may now set the U2 Datasource RPC port to other than the default. (880) 
 
* SQL links now appear correctly in the property chooser for conditions and columns. (881) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.2.1 
 
* Support for German and Spanish languages 
 
* Aggregate functions no longer sometimes round to the nearest whole number (424) 
 
* Live Excel dates no longer sometimes display in the wrong format. (832) 
 
* HTML Scheduled attachments no longer fail if the report has an identified pdf template. (833) 



 
* Ignore case conditions that used "does not match" or "unlike" will now work. (835) 
 
* U2 Datasource "redeploy" will no longer fail in some cases. (837) 
 
* Reports that could not be deleted in 4.2 can now be deleted. 
 
 
 

Version: 4.2.0 
 
* Support for multiple tables assigned to a mapping (Mapping Suites). This allows reports that run off 
one table to run off another table with identical columns. (738) 
 - Reports can be set to run off the default table or prompt the user for the table at launch time. 
 - Administrators can set the default table on the mapping so all reports set to run with the default will 
switch to the new table. 
 - Links among mappings in a mapping suite reflect the assigned tables. 
  
* Column widths may be formatted automatically or by percentage, pixels, or number of 
characters.(598) 
 
* PDFs now automatically size columns according to data width, unless there is a precise column width 
on the report. (598) 
 
* Users may export to fixed length text export. (385) 
 
* U2 Users may now create a save-list as an export option. (503) 
 
* Properties may now have a time or date-time format, with formatting options. (739) 
 
* Report columns and other column references may be switched to the actual database column name by 
clicking "Toggle Display" in the upper right hand corner. Hovering over a column name now displays 
what the linked path is.  
 
* Archives may be named. (518) 
 
* Users may now change the owner of a report with full control permission. (506) 
 
* Administrator may impersonate a user and create reports as that user. (606) 
 
* The informer http server now supports virtual host names. (704) 
 
* Scheduled reports that contain an incorrect email address now email to the correct ones and will not 
fail due to misspelled email addresses.(747) 
 
* Users may now view the status of scheduled reports that have run. (747) 
 



* Users may now launch schedules immediately. (444) 
 
* Code file prompts now have checkboxes for the code file choices. This is the new default. The old 
dropdown is still available as an option on the property. 
 
* Max and Min aggregate functions may now be used simultaneously on UniData. (573) 
 
* SQL columns that contain dashes are now supported. (737) 
 
* Users may now export analytics of archived data. (773) 
 
* Report details now contain a sample of "fake" data, resulting in a faster load time. Users have the 
option of switching to live data. (439) 
 
* Fields with similar names are no longer considered identical fields. There were only isolated cases of 
this. (488) 
 
* Reports now maintain their sorting when exported. (741) 
 
* In conversion from 3.2, if a user has the same email address in 2 informers that are being converted, 
they are now considered the same user. (700) 
 
* Between conditions now support multiple condition value ranges, as well as an enhanced user 
experience.(708) 
 
* Custom prompts now convert from 3.2 to 4.2 (718) 
 
* LDAP references now use username instead of the dn. (736) 
 
* Array values in Informer calculated columns now export with the correct format. (742) 
 
* Conversion from 3.2 now grants access to create reports to the users who had the permission. (769) 
 
* Scheduled reports now use the correct PDF template (771) 
 
* Schedules from 3.2 now convert with the correct runtime prompt values. (817) 
 
* Subvalues now normalize correctly. (300)  
 
* German and other International characters now display correctly with the appropriate text encoding 
code on the service start script. (735) 
 
* Report title and number of records returned now show in HTML export option. (758)  
 
* Security groups may now be sorted in a user's detail screen. (770) 
 
* Remotely linked multivalued columns now correctly appear as normalization choices and normalize 
correctly.(777,778) 



 
* Conditions now may be isEmpty (the empty string "") or isNull (SQL NULL) (763) 
 
* Live excel now uses the report's default sorting. (461) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.1.0 
 
* New Informer Plug-in Framweork 
- Build custom user authentication and single sign-on drivers 
- Implement custom programmatic row-level security 
- Use data bundles to distribute default reports and metadata 
- Attach to system events as they happen and manipulate system workflow 
- Change the look and feel of Informer 
 
* New Informer SDK allows you to write Java programs that connect to Informer remotely to: 
- Create and run reports programmatically 
- Export report results directly into PDF, or Excel, or other formats 
- Add and edit Informer metadata 
- Maintain users 
- and more 
 
* XML Export now available. 
 
* Remote Method Invocation (RMI) providing programmatic access to Informer. 
 
* Report creation permission may now be specified by mapping, datasource, or system-wide. 
 
* Informer will now display link-to-link fields where the middle link is an idescriptor correctly. (639) 
 
* Drag column headers into the edit input area on a calculated column. 
 
* Redeploy a datasource by clicking 'redeploy' in the datasource page. This will simulate a "reboot" of 
the Informer server by resetting the datasource's connections and redploying all associated mappings, 
properties, and links. 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.16  
 
* Email SSL is now available. (565) 
 
* Select support for SQL TIMESTAMP columns has been implemented. (664) 
 
* Column security applied to columns in archives and user settings. (665, 675)  



 
* The PDF paper size "Legal" is available for exporting instead of "Ledger" being listed twice. (668) 
 
* Making changes to a schedule will no longer reset your PDF template selection. (670) 
 
* Upgrading from 3.2 to 4.1.x now correctly converts Savelist names in schedules. (674) 
 
* A bug in the data grid has been fixed that would only show 10 search results instead of 11. (676) 
 
* Support for all SQL numeric column types has been added. (677) 
 
* The "Key From Third Table" option in the association editor now lists the correct properties. (682) 
 
* The date formatter now parses U2 dates in the same time zone as the system. (683) 
 
* A new checkbox in the export dialog allows all dates to be recognized in Excel. (687) 
 
* New date conditions "before" and "after" have been added. (688) 
 
* Including an HTML image tag that references a missing local file will no longer break PDF export. (690) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.15  
 
* Report Export now recognizes user locale when exporting (date formatting). Schedules that are 
exporting will use the locale of the user who does the scheduling. If no locale is available it uses the 
system default. (633) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.14 
 
* PostgreSQL datasources are now supported in Informer. (616) 
 
* Live Excel in U2 Reporting prompts are now always case-sensitive. This is because certain types of 
queries in Unidata don't support case-insensitivity. (612) 
 
* You may now explicitly assign permission to add mappings to datasources without giving datasource 
edit permission. (663) 
 
* You may now connect Informer to a "named instance" of Microsoft SQL Server. (629) 
 
* Links now appear in "Mapping" listings for users that can have read-only access to the list of fields. 
(521) 
 



* Aggregate Functions on Universe no longer occasionally produce incomplete groups (569) 
 
* You can now create a code file from a SQL table that has an underscore in its name (608) 
 
* Ignore Case option now not given for Unidata "WHEN" statements as Unidata doesn't support them. 
(613) 
 
* WITH EVERY expressions have been optimized for faster querying. They no longer select from the 
whole file if there are criteria present in the query before them. (630) 
 
* Files are now closed as they are opened, to prevent the maximum open files limit on Unidata. (641) 
 
* ID List conditions no longer produce a "null" prompt in Live Excel (655) 
 
* Problems with grouping drill down sometimes failing have been fixed. (558) 
 
* Archives no longer export hidden fields. (626) 
 
* Normalizing on a field that is restricted to the user who is running the report now simply produces 
"un-normalized" results, rather than simply denying the data. (627) 
 
* Users who do not have an email address and do not have access to system settings may now schedule 
reports. (635) 
 
* Deleting a report schedule no longer returns you to the "System Schedules" listing. (636) 
 
* Dates no longer display incorrectly if the logged in user's local time zone is different from the Informer 
system setting, (642) 
 
* Fields with "Tfile" conversion codes now work correctly. (649) 
 
* User defined field default values now works correctly. (651)  
 
 

Version: 4.0.13 
 
* Integer SQL columns may be used in criteria (607) 
 
* Schedule converter properly converts email text from old {recordCount} syntax to new ${numRecords} 
syntax. (619) 
 
* When adding SQL columns to a mapping that are numeric and have number of decimal places 
specified, the number of decimal places is applied to the informer property formatter (620) 
 
* Scheduler no longer fails if a datasource fails to start. (624) 
 
* You may now share a report to an LDAP user. (625) 



 
* When adding Select/Returning conditions to Unidata and Universe reports, the default link values are 
no longer blank. (618) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.12 
 
* Fixed a bug where certain multivalued linked fields wouldn't work in a Select/Returning. (597) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.11 
 
* Patch for Returning conditions fixed to allow service to start. (610) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.10 
 
* Additional java mail properties may be set in a properties file in WEB-INF/classes. The file name should 
be mail.properties. This file needs to be created at each installation only if additional java mail 
properties need setting. (565) 
 
* Schedules for deleted users are now removed from the system. (556) 
 
* Aggregate functions in subgroups will now only be calculated on fields that are checked for such in the 
report details. (557) 
 
* Intermittent grouping problems have been fixed. (558) 
 
* Scheduling for "Last" weekday of month has been fixed. (559) 
 
* Reports with "when...isEmpty" criteria now filter correctly in normalized views. (560) 
 
* Copying a report now preserves the "Use Active Select List" flag on TCL conditions. (562) 
 
* Editing a "run once" schedule will now not cause it to launch immediately (566) 
 
* Using the full control switch to check all permissions in a group now works correctly. (567) 
 
* Auto-suggestions for values with spaces, such as "West Orange" no longer display as "WestOrange". 
(570) 
 
* Changing logging settings now re-load in all cases. (571) 



 
* Subvalued fields now display correctly in field auto-suggest. (572) 
 
* Code file select statements now work correctly. (576) 
 
* Canadian date formats are now required to be yyy-mm-dd. You may change the url to say 
"locale=en_GB" if you wish to have dates displayed/interpreted as dd/mm/yy. (577) 
 
* Radio buttons are now fixed for Internet Explorer browsers. (585) 
 
* Changing the locale in the browser url now works correctly. (586) 
 
* Using "Like" to limit normalized output now works in all cases. (587) 
 
* Date selections for linked dates on Unidata no longer do comparisons alphabetically. (588) 
 
* Sorting on aggregate columns of multivalued fields now works correctly. (589) 
 
* SB+ fields may now be used in Select/Returning criteria. (597) 
 
* Code file suggestion box no longer pops up when not necessary. (591) 
 
* Select/Returning conditions now point to the association and not foreign key of the association. (596) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.9 
 
* The daylight savings time issue that caused reports to run one day off has been resolved. (529) 
 
* Copying a report now prompts for a new report title and the option to preserve sharing. (531) 
 
* Schedules that run on a server with a non-US locale will no longer assume international D/M/Y format. 
(542) 
 
* Reports can now be secured so that users cannot view the report details. (371) 
 
* On aggregate columns, the totals no longer round to the nearest whole number. (424) 
 
* Users who do not have permission to archive no longer have permission to schedule to an archive. 
(462) 
 
* Date keywords and user defined fields can now be used in the ECL/TCL box. (480) 
 
* Select/Returning links now appear for users without the change mappings permission. (521) 
 
* It is now possible to group on numeric fields. (522) 



 
* Using CSV export with the newline multivalue delimiter no longer shows special characters when 
scheduling to an email attachment. (524) 
 
* The "No" and "Every" limiters for U2 criteria that caused errors in certain cases are now fixed. (526) 
 
* The ability to add U2 fields without altering field names has been added.  Do so by putting 
informer.useU2FieldNamesAsDescriptions=true into informer.properties. (528) 
 
* Code files using attribute zero now work for UniData. (533) 
 
* When grouping on a multivalue field, the "is empty" group now shows up. (536) 
 
* Users who do not have access to "all reports regardless of sharing" can now copy reports. (537)  
 
* Re-importing a datasource will alert you if the account path in the data source does not match the 
path from the .xml file (541) 
 
* "Add All" fields to a mapping now works if you have deleted and recreated the mapping. (543) 
 
* Upgraded Jetty to the latest version. (547) 
 
* Informer now uses the correct value for separate ECL/TCL prompts. (548) 
 
* Imported schedules from 3.2 will only be set to create an archive if "email to a link" is the option. (549) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.8  
 
* SQL joins using non-primary keys are now available. 
 
* Reports with criteria including "is Empty" or string greater/less than comparisons no longer throw an 
error, as seen in 4.0.7. (519) 
 
* Using WITH and WHEN limiters in the same report no longer causes an invalid expression. (513) 
 
* A bug in the formlist function that caused report samples to execute slowly in certain instances has 
been fixed. (514) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.7 
 
* Normalizing on a column with a blank value no longer removes the row from report results. (504) 
 



* Permissions may now be granted/denied to specific items even if the inherited state is the same. This 
will allow you enforce a particular permission regardless if the inherited state changes. (464) 
 
* Added boolean data type for SQL. (435,436) 
 
* Live excel data now sorts correctly. (461) 
 
* Custom code files and other code files now work properly with exported data. (407, 473, 474) 
 
* You now may save upper case email addresses on schedules and users (466) 
 
* Copying a report no longer modifies the security on the original. Also, the copy is now set as a private 
report to the user who copied it. (467) 
 
* Ampersands (&) no longer cause a problem in the DN for an LDAP user. (468) 
 
* Links from multivalue i-descriptors no longer fail. (470) 
 
* You can now have the same linked i-descriptor in multiple report columns. (471) 
 
* Converted schedules that were to run in the past no longer fire immediately after importing 3.2. (472) 
 
* Updating the format of a column in a report refreshes the sample. (475) 
 
* Prompts are no longer removed from imported schedules. (477) 
 
* Code file form now shows the codes from datasource-based code files. (478) 
 
* SQL based datasource code files now work correctly, and allow for selection criteria. (479) 
 
* Scheduled re-import of informer 3.2 data now works correctly. (483) 
 
* Select/returning now works with links from the same file. (493) 
 
* Field names containing operators ("*"."+", "-") and unidata keywords now work. (Such as "INV-DATE"). 
(495) 
 
* Scheduled 3.2 conversion are now viewable in the schedule list and may be deleted. (509) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.6 
 
* Analytics results may now be exported in the various formats. 
 
* More speed improvements in Internet Explorer 7. Mainly grouping. 
 



* If you set the property "informer.useU2FieldDescriptions=true" in informer.properties, then field 
names will be taken from column headings for Universe and Unidata fields, rather than being derived 
from the field name. (245) 
 
* Added email notification if a scheduled report fails for some reason, other than email server failure. 
(357) 
 
* Code file conversion issues have been fixed.(415) 
 
* Dates may now be entered as mm/dd/yy, mm-dd-yy, or mm.dd.yy for US dates. International dates 
have the same choices with the month and day switched. (432) 
 
* May now set the RPC port in Datasource settings. (455) 
 
* Linking to an i-descriptor or a correlative with a field identified as numeric now works. This was 
reported as a problem with numeric links, it actually only affected linking to virtual fields and 
correlatives. (438) 
 
* Fixed i-descriptors as the middle link in a 3-file link failing. (445) 
 
* Fixed problems with MSAccess. (451) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.5 
 
* Continued improvements in the Internet Explorer 7 speed, including: 
  - report listing and report results grids render significantly faster in Internet Explorer 7, and all other 
browsers. 
  - 'display all' returns significantly faster as well. 
 
* New slider functionality on grid facilitates quick paging. 
 
* New 'Add All' button allows for mapping all fields from a table at once. (347) 
 
* May now set a default pdf template for the system. (301) 
 
* New permission: Maintain Schedules. This permission allows a user to delete or edit any schedule they 
can see. Schedules may now be deleted or edited only by either a user with this permission or by the 
user who created the schedule. Please add the global permission to the appropriate roles. (260) 
 
* Reporting on SQL schemas other than the database default now supported. (396) 
 
* Schedule Conversion now ignores old ONCE schedules. (398) 
 
* Changed the label "superuser password" to say "Admin password". (404) 
 



* Fixed the label for "Is at most" in report details page. (397) 
 
* GET.LIST in TCL/ECL statements for converted reports now working correctly. (411) 
 
* Reports with a customized sort now return correct results properly. (373) 
 
* Excel output no longer shows unintended thousands separators. (400) 
 
* CSV exports now format multivalies according to settings. (401) 
 
* Record Pager now displays correct page number value for empty record set. (377) 
 
* PDF Template designer now displays correctly in Internet Explorer. (379) 
 
* Code files now convert properly. (415) 
 
* Report schedules no longer import twice on datasource re-import. (416) 
 
* Template-based calculated columns now display correctly in PDF exports. (408) 
 
* Deleting a User field now returns to the appropriate page. (414) 
 
* PDF export can use portrait page orientation. (418) 
 
* Grouping a report with a normalized field now only normalizes results if the grouped column is 
multivalued (427) 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.4 
 
* Processing speed using Internet Explorer has been improved. 
 
* Support for Informix databases has been added. 
 
* LDAP users' group assignments are now recognized properly. 
 
* Selections on linked i-desciptors and virtual fields failed. This is no longer an option. 
 
* Interational Date formats now work, and 4 digit year date expressions are now interpreted correctly. 
 
* Scheduled report results from and to the administrator now use the correct system settings. 
 
* Parameter values now display in report schedule details. 
 
* Datasource drop down populates correctly in report create dialog. 
 



* New capability to schedule a custom PDF template. 
 
* Auto suggest is globally disabled with a one time data patch. You may still use auto suggest but you 
 must explicitly turn it on for each property you wish to use it with. 
 
* Upgraded to GWT version 1.6. 
 
* Report columns containing HTML export to PDF properly. 
 
* Extra characters in some negative number formats now removed. 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.3 
 
* Fixed compatibility issues with Apple Safari 4 and Google Chrome. 
 
* Certain date fields that did not sort properly have been corrected. 
 
* The CSV export option "one row per multi-value" is fixed. 
 
* Single-valued fields are no longer being imported as multi-valued. 
 
* Personal reports from 3.2 are accessible to imported users. 
 
* Date fields now utilize their assigned conversion code. 
 
* SB+ fields in Unidata are recognized. 
 
* Numeric fields are recognized more consistently. 
 
* Logging settings load properly. 
 
* The delete archive button is not shown to those without permission. 
 
* The Internal ID field from 3.2 is now a user defined field upon import; it works the same way. 
 
* Links with dots in the name can now be used. 
 
* Resetting permissions now completes successfully. 
 
 
 

Version: 4.0.2 
 
* In UniVerse, single value fields are no longer mapped as multi-valued. 



 
* Exporting a CSV file with a multi-valued field of length 0 won't cause an error. 
 
* Adding SQL association columns no longer forces an inner join. 
 
 
 

Version 4.0.1 
 
* Greater than / less than has been added for string comparison in selection criteria. 
 
* Re-import is available on a U2 data source after converting from version 3.2.4. 
 
* Converting from 3.2.4 no longer unlocks locked reports. 
 
* 3.2.4 reports with date comparisons can now be converted. 
 
* Log4j settings can be modified under System Settings in the Admin tab. 
 
* Removing a code file after associating it with a field no longer causes an error on reports. 
 
* I-descriptor fields using TRANS will now return data. 
 
* User defined fields no longer grow in field size upon multiple edits to a profile. 
 
* User and group searching is now case insensitive, and a wildcard * is enabled for partial searches. 
 
* PDF export shows only the aggregate information checked from the results page. 
 
* The remote link edit page now loads the "to" table correctly. 
 
* Aggregate counter columns no longer cause all records to be returned. 
 
* Calculated columns can now be shown in row body. 
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